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Over a half-century, space syntax has proven resilient as a theory and method for 
describing and analyzing the built environment from dwellings and complex buildings 
to cities. The paper briefly discusses resilience as a concept in the built environment 
and the foundations of space syntax itself. We summarize the body of the theoretical 
thinking in space syntax – laws of the urban object, generic function, principles of 
centrality and linearity, the design method of spatio-formal processes, and laws of 
spatial emergence-convergence – before offering a new hypothesis about laws of 
spatial conservation and spatial optimization at work in the built environment. The 
latter builds on Conroy-Dalton’s (2001) ideas about angularity and the conservation of 
linearity in movement. Both could provide an essential bridge with Carvalho and 
Penn’s (2004) concept of self-similarity in settlements, which relates to Batty and 
Longley’s (1994) notions of fractal cities. We argue the hypothesis of conservation-
optimization defines the conceptual framework for the progressive and regressive 
practice of urban planning in settlements. We illustrate this theoretical discussion by 
demonstrating the resilience or replication of previous space syntax findings, and by 
drawing on new research about the history, spatial structure, and neighborhood logic 
of Metropolitan Doha. 
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1. Introduction 
The most accepted definition of ‘resilience’ in the disciplines of the built environment too often 
promotes the subject as the sole, exclusive purview of specialists, especially the urban planning 
field. Davoudi (2012) defines this narrow definition as engineering resilience or the ability of a 
system to return to a steady-state or equilibrium after a significant disturbance, usually because of 
a natural or human-made disaster, whereby system means a city, economy, or usually both. The 
basis for Holling’s (1973, 1986) original definition was “the faster the system bounces back, the 
more resilient it is (with an) emphasis on return time” (Davoudi, 2012; 300). However, common 
sense tells us that resilient or resilience must have more expansive and inclusive terms if we do not 
want to introduce troubling ethical and moral paradoxes for professionals into the practice of 
architecture and town planning (Major & Al-Nabet, 2018). A more inclusive definition should 
include both design and planning, but also techniques based on scientific method: observation, 
hypothesis, data collection, testing and refinement, and theory. Classic scientific method is an 
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approach that assigns great value to resilience through replicating results and, in the absence of 
the former, repudiating theories. Resilient method leads to sustainable design, offering adaptability 
for technological evolutions and a source of inspiration for the places where we live, work, and play. 
At its core, it means understanding the present and past to design and build a more beautiful and 
livable future for this planet's natural and human-made environments. 
For a half-century, space syntax has been a resilient set of objective techniques for representing 
and measuring architectural and urban space using topological measures based on principia of 
network science (Benedikt, 1979; Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier et al., 1987a-b; Hillier, 1989; 
Hillier et al., 1993; Penn et al., 1998; Turner et al., 2001; van Nes & Yamu, 2021). Today, space 
syntax is an international research program of academics and practitioners composing hundreds, 
even thousands of people, in more than forty countries worldwide, especially in Europe, South 
America, and Southeast Asia. Space syntax began with Bill Hillier, Julienne Hanson, John Peponis, 
Alan Penn, and many others, who were thinking, researching, testing, and refining their ideas about 
the built environment in the 1970s and 1980s at The Bartlett at University College London. The 
philosophy of space syntax relies on two clear ideas for investigating the spatial networks of 
architectural and urban space: scientific method and recognition that our built environment is both 
a product of society and an influence on society (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1996; Hanson, 
1998; Major, 2018). Although the latter recognition might open doors to deterministic dilemmas 
and many philosophical dialogues on the influence of which on which, the scientific method keeps 
space syntax research fixed in a manner that prevents it from falling into direct logical fallacies. 
Space syntax relies on the probable behavior of aggregate populations in space, not determinism. 
Hillier and Hanson (1984) stake their ground from the opening words of The Social Logic of 
Space. They quote French archaeologist Andre Leroi-Gourhan (1964) “Le fait humain par excellence 
st peut-etre moins la creation de l’outil que la domestication du temps et de l’espace, c’est-a-dire 
la creation d’un temps et d’une espace humaine (The human fact par excellence is perhaps less the 
creation of the tool than the domestication of time and space, that is to say the creation of a human 
time and space)” (Hillier & Hanson, 1984; v). In the early 1940s, Leroi-Gourhan (1943 & 1945) 
hypothesized the concept of technical tendencies, which are universal technical dynamics 
operating independently of ethnic groups that are nonetheless the only forms realized through 
these tendencies. He argues this realized form is a technical fact. He developed this idea into a 
general theory about the relation between the technical as universal tendency and the ethnic as 
differentiated specific. We can detect the origins of Hillier and Hanson’s ideas about architecture 
and urban space in Leroi-Gourhan’s theories about the difference between technical universalities 
and ethnic specifications. 
 
Figure 1 Representations of (left to right) a point, line, and convex space in space syntax (Source: Tannous et al., 2021). 
The paper briefly demonstrates the resilience of the space syntax technique with a review of 
critical concepts, methodological grounding, and theoretical findings, emphasizing one of the most 
resilient objects in human history: the city. We layer this review with various well-established and 
new representations and research findings, respectively. Many focus on the Middle East and, 
specifically, the city of Doha in the State of Qatar. A comparison of design methods in ortho-radial 
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grids from the highly geometric, regular grids in the United States to the more deformed grid 
layouts of the Middle East serves as an essential baseline for this review. This grounding in space 
syntax is necessary before introducing a new hypothesis about laws of spatial conservation and 
optimization at work in the urban grid of cities, which can provide an additional layer to many 
Hillierian concepts about form and function in urban space. 
Technique and Method 
Space syntax representations are often plan-based, using easily understood constraints of the 
built environment for the most general human uses such as movement, occupation, and visibility. 
Such constraints are essential because we are forward-facing, bipedal creatures bound by gravity 
everywhere on the surface of this Earth (Hillier, 1996; Major, 2018) (Figure 1). A point in space is 
the most straightforward notion of building a geometry with only position and no size. The number 
of points in any space will be infinite without a resolution. Defining the bounds of space and ‘size’ 
for all points resolve this issue, such as using the average standing area of a normal human being 
(0.28m2) (Turner et al., 2001). Movement tends to be linear, so the axial line or line of sight and 
access (e.g., axis) represents an idealization. A line is a set of points having no width or depth, only 
a length. The matrix of longest and most strategic (i.e., fewest) axial lines completely covering all 
spaces of an urban environment as defined by its built surfaces (walls or facades) is the axial map 
(Hillier and Hanson, 1984). The axial map is the most common reference to a ‘space syntax model’ 
for forecasting movement flows in the urban environment with usually 60%-80% accuracy (Hillier 
et al., 1993; Penn et al., 1998). The occupation of space tends to be convex, where everyone can 
see and be seen by everyone else, such as a group of people gathered in a circle or a room. 
Convexity is ‘the quality or state of being convex’ (Source: Oxford English Dictionary). All points are 
visible to all other points in a convex space. The convex map composes all convex spaces in a built 
environment, which tends to be more helpful for building analysis (Hillier et al., 1987; Hillier, 1996; 
Hanson, 1998). The potential for seeing and moving is a visual field, all visible and accessible space 
from which we might see or move as defined from a point or set of points such as a point, axial line, 
or convex space (Benedikt, 1979) (Figure 2). A visibility map is the matrix of all visual fields from a 
gridded set of points to all others in a built environment (Turner et al., 2001). Space syntax uses 
combinations of these simple descriptions — point, line, space, field — to create sophisticated 
representations of the built environment. 
 
Figure 2 Visual fields (in dark grey) from (left to right) a point, line, and convex space (in light grey) in the layout of Souq Waqif in 
Doha, Qatar (Source: Authors/Tannous et al., 2021).1 
Space syntax researchers measure the matrices of these representations – point, line, convex 
space, visual field - using topological graph theory to quantify the configurational relationship of 
each to all others and vice versa or within a set range. Configuration is a network system where 
local changes have global effects across that system to varying degrees, dependent on system size 
 
1 Plan elements in the large open plaza towards the lower-left represent impediments to movement but not visibility, i.e., a typical 
human being sees over the top of these elements. 
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relative to the significance of the change itself (Hillier, 1996). We can illustrate the basics of 
configuration using a simple example from Hillier (1996) (Figure 3). We can understand the basics 
of measuring configuration using topological graph theory where two objects labeled A and B 
similarly relate until introducing a third object named C, such as the surface of the Earth. All three 
objects vary configurational relationships based on connection or permeability in the justified graph 
where we represent the object as a node and their relation as a line. We can measure such a 
relationship for various parameters based on mean depth within – borrowing a phrase Baudrillard 
(1968) popularized - the system of objects. The key is that configurational measures offer a scientific 
basis to implicate or dismiss the designed spatial network as a factor for social, functional, or 
cultural inputs or outputs. 
 
Figure 3 The basics of configuration (Source: Tannous et al., 2021 and Major, 2018 after Hillier, 1996). 
 
Figure 4 Space syntax modeling of the layout of Gassin in the Var region of France circa 1980 based on the (a) plan/plat, (b) figure-
ground with defined bound, blocks in black, and space in white, (c) convex map, and (d) axial map (Source: Tannous et al., 2021 
after Hillier and Hanson, 1984). 
Urban analysis in space syntax usually relies on drawing an axial map of the open space structure 
based on a plan to analyze its spatial configuration (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1989) (Figure 
4). The best results usually require a plan or plat accurately depicting all building footprints in a 
settlement. We can also represent the open spaces using the fewest and fattest set of convex 
spaces as defined by the facades of the built environment necessary to encompass the entire 
settlement in the convex map. We might double-check the one-dimensional mapping of the axial 
map for connecting all two-dimensional representations of convex spaces by overlaying one map 
on top of the other. Most people skip this stage unless they research the design or use of specific 
convex spaces in a settlement such as a public plaza or square. They immediately draw the most 
extended and fewest axes to pass through and encompass the open space structure of the entire 
settlement to create an axial map. Best practice usually suggests beginning with the most extended 
lines, then the shortest lines, and concluding with lines of intermediate length connecting between 
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the two extremes of length.2 Using a figure-ground representation with all built forms in black often 
assists this process. Once the axial map is complete, computer software processes the map to 
analyze the system of relations between the lines. Hiller and Hanson (1984) argue the relation of 
all representations in any system is measured based on two essential properties: symmetry and 
asymmetry/distribution and non-distribution. It means the degree to which spaces compose 
shallow rings of circulation or deep sequences of trees in the underlying topological graph. 
Laws of the Urban Object 
Hillier and Hanson (1984) understood that others might misconstrue space syntax as an esoteric 
technique without general principles applicable to the built environment worldwide. They set about 
deriving general principles of space based on their research findings, colleagues, and students at 
UCL, especially settlements (Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1989, 1996, 1999a-b, 2002; Hillier & 
Vaughan, 2007). Such principles must apply to the design and planning of the built environment 
based on – but thriving in the explicit absence of – space syntax technique (Major & Donegan, 
2020). It is impossible to summarize the knowledge base of findings deriving from space syntax in 
a single paper. A recent textbook about space syntax in urban design even falls short of 
comprehensive for brevity’s sake (van Nes & Yamu, 2021). Nonetheless, these general principles 
have been helpful and resilient. Papers on hundreds of research topics from many reputable 
institutions globally support them and the application of space syntax in successful, real-world 
projects over the last 30 years, beginning with the Foster & Partners’ King Cross masterplan in 1988 
(Major, 2018). 
Hillier (1989) argued three general laws govern the urban object. First, Type 1 laws govern its 
generation. Second, Type 2 laws govern its effect on urban function and vice versa. Finally, Type 3 
laws govern its influence on society in generating a distinctive spatial culture. We can view Type 2 
laws (practical and socioeconomic function) as the critical mediator between Type 1 (technical 
tendencies of form and space) and Type 3 (ethnic or cultural specifications) laws (Major, 2018). A 
city is never only one thing but a dynamic synthesis of all three, which gives rise to what is allocentric 
(‘common to all’) and egocentric (‘unique to each’) about settlements (Carvalho & Penn, 2004). 
Hillier’s (1989 and 1996) most critical theoretical breakthroughs based on space syntax involve Type 
1 laws giving shape to and being shaped by Type 2 and Type 3 laws. His ideas about the urban object 
appear to directly build on Lefebvre’s (1974) ground-breaking argument regarding cities and space 
production. Lefebvre (1974) argued that space is a product of complex ‘social structures’ – physical, 
social, and mental spaces – as types, respectively, relating to Hillier’s (1989) later three laws of the 
urban object (Salama & Wiedmann, 2013). 
It includes what Hillier (1996) defined as “generic function, by which means the spatial 
implications of the most fundamental aspects of human use of space, that is the fact of occupation 
and the fact of movement” (5–6). Hillier (1996) detailed this concept specifically for buildings, but 
Major (2018) argues that generic function is just as applicable for settlements, if not more so. In 
The Syntax of City Space, Major (2018) discusses how   topographical conditions generate previous 
arrangements in space, making some locations better suited for human settlement than others.  
Site selection is the first conscious act of design in town planning. It rarely occurs in an intellectual 
vacuum, if ever (Major, 2018). In settlements, generic function means  movement and the 
fundamental human requirements of  occupation, e.g., water, food, and shelter. We do not need 
to build to move. We need to move to build and occupy a space. Water, food, and shelter are basic 
requirements to sustain our occupation of a space on the surface of the Earth (Major, 2018). 
Hillier (1996) outlined other concepts with broad applicability for the built environment, i.e., the 
principle of centrality and axiality. The principle of centrality is the most internally integrating or 
 
2 If the researcher does not use the auto-generation functionality of space syntax software. Auto-generation still requires careful review 
and correction of the axial map. 
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accessible shape is a circle. Hillier (1996) refers to this principle as the Law of Compactness. The 
principle of axiality is the most externally integrating or accessible shape is a line. We can refer to 
this as the Law of Linearity, though Hiller never explicitly does so (Hillier, 1996; 267-69; Major, 2018) 
(Figure 5). The most recognized form of these laws at work in buildings are room and corridors, 
respectively. In settlements, it is blocks and streets (Figure 6). As Jacobs (1961) observed, elongated 
urban blocks deter activity and walkability, whereas smaller ones promote the opposite, primarily 
blocks square-ish shape adhering to Hillier’s (1996) Law of Compactness (Major, 2018; Major & Al-
Nabet, 2018). 
 
Figure 5 (top) Sketches illustrating in simple terms the principle of centrality or Law of Compactness and (bottom) the principle of 
axiality or Law of Linearity (Source: Authors, original skteches by Heba O. Tannous). 
 
Figure 6 Figure-ground representations of one (1) square kilometer (km2) area of urban fabric oriented north to a set scale in: (top, 
left to right) Alexandria, Egypt; Amman, Jordan; Beirut, Lebanon; Cairo, Egypt; Casablanca, Morroco; Damascus, Syria; Doha, Qatar; 
and (bottom, left to right) Dubai, UAE; Istanbul, Turkey; Jeddah, Saudia Arabia; Jerusalem; Kuwait City, Kuwait; Muscat, Oman; 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (Images: Authors/ARCT 210/DAUP-CENG-QU). 
Finally, Hillier (1996) argued that cities adhere to  laws of spatial emergence and convergence. 
By emergence, Hillier (1996) means predictable “global spatial effects” arising from purely “local 
physical moves” in the design of the urban grid (5). What we design has predictable effects on the 
spatial network of settlements. It must: otherwise, what is the point of hiring built environment 
professions? By convergence, Hillier (1996) means “processes whose rules… converge on particular 
global types which may vary in detail but at least some of whose most general properties will be 
invariant.” It means effects on urban spatial networks are more similar than different in 
settlements, usually converging on the  ortho-radial grid type worldwide to one degree to another 
(245) (Figure 7). Major (2013 and 2018) identifies the design methods characterizing these purely 
‘local physical moves’ resulting in readily predictable spatio-formal processes (Major et al., 2019). 
These spatio-formal processes are expansion, block manipulation (upsizing and subdividing), 
deformation, extension, marginal separation by linear segregation, and discrete separation by 
linear segregation. The last is a common consequence of suburban sprawl, especially in the 
American experience (Figure 8). Major (2013 and 2018) argues these processes are allocentric, 
arising from Type 1 laws shaping urban form. They vary in egocentric terms from settlement to 
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settlement and region to region over time only for metric scale and geometrical articulation as 
mediated by Type 2 (socioeconomic) and Type 3 (cultural) laws of the urban object (Major et al., 
2019). However, geometric order has the benefit of making the process effect of these formal 
design methods on urban space readily apparent to the naked eye (Major, 2013 and 2018). 
 
Figure 7 Global choice in the axial map of (left) Metropolitan Doha, Qatar in 2020 and (right) Metropolitan Savannah/Chatham 
County, Georgia USA in 2019 (Images: QUCG-CENG-20/21-1/Major, 2020). Note: Not set to common scale. 
 
Figure 8 Representations of the most common design methods with predictable spatio-formal process effects in shaping the urban 
pattern: (from left to right) expansion, block manipulation, deformation, extension, marginal separation, and discrete separation 
(Source: Major, 2013, 2018 and Major et al., 2019). 
Laws of Spatial Conservation and Optimization 
There is a demonstrative resilience to Hillier and Hanson’s (1984) thinking about the urban 
object through the replication of results by numerous practitioners and scholars using space syntax 
theory in settlements across the world; too many to briefly recount here (van Nes & Yamu, 2021).  
In the case of Doha, the replication of results includes a well-defined, deformed wheel spatial 
structure connecting from the Old Doha to the expanding urban edges of the city, identification of 
a local area effect in the second-order measure of Synergy (global vs. local integration) for all 
internal routes of Souq Waqif ('standing market') in the oldest historic area of the city, and evidence 
of urban centrality at work in the composition of the urban spatial network to effectively maintain 
the shallowness of Souq Waqif within this emergent spatial structure over time. For example, Souq 
Waqif encompasses only 0.19 km2 excluding the perimeter streets, but the catchment contour map 
within three directional changes is 22 km2, extending 2-4 kilometers (km) to the west, southwest, 
and south. Using Hillier's (1999b) terminology, the 'spikey potato' catchment contour map of Souq 
Waqif represents a 116-to-1 ratio compared to its actual size. It occurs all in a manner previously 
described by Hillier, Hanson, and many others found in other cities worldwide (Hillier & Hanson, 
1984; Hillier, 1996 and 1999a-b; Major, 2018) (Figure 9 and 10). 
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Figure 9 (left) Space syntax model of the pattern of local integration (r=3) within the C-Ring Road in Doha in 2020 and (right) Local 
Area Effect for the principal routes of Souq Waqif (outlined in white in the axial map to the left and below) for Synergy (global v. 
local integration) within the urban spatial network of Metropolitan Doha (Source: QUCG-CENG-20/21-1/UREP25-002-5-001). 
 
Figure 10 Urban centrality of Souq Waqif (outlined in dotted white) represented in the catchment contour map on all routes, 
represented as axial lines, within three changes of direction from the principal routes excluding the perimeter streets (Source: 
QUCG-CENG-20/21-1/UREP25-002-5-001). 
Despite the resilient nature of space syntax, there still appears to be a theoretical gap in our 
thinking. It lies below the urban whole – emergence-convergence, foreground and background 
networks – and even below the urban pattern itself, i.e., Laws of Compactness and Linearity, spatio-
formal processes (Hillier, 1996; Hillier and Vaughn, 2007; Major, 2018). It deals with individual and 
collective actions in shaping and regulating the built environment. The former intimately ties to the 
generative effects of Hillier and Hanson’s (1984) restricted random process following simple 
aggregation rules. The latter relates fundamentally to the emergence of town and urban planning 
as a distinct discipline and profession. Because of this, we hypothesize there is a need to introduce 
two additional laws of the urban object in the space syntax lexicon to address this perceived gap. 
 
Figure 11 (left) Restricted random aggregation in giving rise to the early urban form of Doha, Qatar in 1947 and the (right) Sub-
Saharan settlement of Ghadames, Libya in 2013 (Source: Embassy of Qatar in Bangkok, Thailand/Steinmetz, 2013). 
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First, there is substantial historical evidence for a law of spatial conservation at work in the built 
environment. The law of spatial conservation pertains to the replication of local design moves. 
People will tend to replicate formal order ad infinitum in pursuit of their spatial strategies to 
conserve topo-metric characteristics in the absence of intervention. Hillier and Hanson’s (1984) 
restricted random process – as Major (2018) describes it, restricted random aggregation – in 
settlements is a prominent feature of the law of spatial conservation (Figure 11). 
A law of spatial conservation would provide a framework to explain why restricted random 
aggregation persists in some settlements for so long until some require extensive remedial top-
down planning corrections such as Haussmann’s introduction of boulevards in Paris in the late 19th 
century or elsewhere in the world (Karimi, 1998). It helps to explain Americans’ extensive use of 
geometric order concepts in urban form, arising out of European Renaissance planning principles, 
for more than 350 years if we date from the founding of St. Augustine, Florida, in 1565 until the 
Euclid decision in 1926 (Major, 2018).3 It also illustrates Americans’ persistence in building suburban 
sprawl for economic and regulatory reasons in the post-WW2 period, despite well-known problems 
that sprawl generates for the public health of individuals and communities (Katz et al., 1993; Major, 
2018) (Figure 12).  
  
Figure 12 (left) The expansive orthogonal grid in the western suburbs of Chicago, Illinois USA in 2020 and the (right) proliferation 
of suburban sprawl in Boca Raton, Florida USA in 2019 (Source: Google Earth). 
People will ‘design along to get along’ without intervention. The law of spatial conservation is 
the basis for town planning as a progressive endeavor or intervention where changing behavior is 
the goal for the good of society. In this sense, progressive means “happening or developing 
gradually or in stages,” derived from the verb progredi from pro- meaning ‘forward’ plus gradi 
meaning ‘to walk,” which contributes to the Latin progressus meaning ‘an advance’ (Source: Oxford 
English Dictionary). It can be an actual or perceived good where subsequent events prove it either 
right or wrong over the long term. For example, Modernism manifestly represents a progressive 
movement in architecture and urban planning, even if subsequent events demonstrate critical flaws 
in Modernist planning principles (Jacobs, 1961). New Urbanism and its allies such as the Smart 
Growth Movement only represent the latest progressive attempt to address the underlying law of 
spatial conservation in changing individual and collective behavior of the good of society (Katz, 
1993). 
There is also evidence for a law of spatial optimization in the built environment. It indicates that 
people’s use of space will tend to deviate marginally from local formal order to maximize most 
efficiently the topo-metric characteristics if allowed. It explicitly builds on Conroy-Dalton’s (2001) 
ideas about angular choice and conservation of linearity in movement, namely that “people tend 
to conserve linearity through their routes with minimal angle deviation” (47.11). The most obvious 
evidence for this law at work in the urban environment is desire lines or paths, which we find 
 
3 Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler Realty Co. (1926) was a landmark US Supreme Court decision establishing zoning a valid exercise of 
police power under the US Constitution. 
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worldwide. (Figure 13). It is an eroded path due to foot traffic, representing the shortest or most 
easily navigable route from one place to another in preference to – or the absence of – a designated 
alternative. The width and severity of erosion indicate foot traffic levels (Source: 
Wikipedia/Merriam-Webster Dictionary). 
 
Figure 13 (left) Desire line cutting through the grass at the southern corner of the intersection of Ahmed Bin Ali Street and 
Mohammed Bin Thani Street near Hamad Medical City in 2019 and (right) remediation and attempt to deter use of a desire line by 
laying large landscaping stones in Medina Centrale at The Pearl-Qatar in 2018 in Doha, Qatar (Source: Authors). 
 
Figure 14 (right) All unprogrammed street crossings (in blue) of perimeter streets and movement patterns (in yellow) of a typical 
two hundred (200) people from the perimeter streets and underground infrastructure during the first 10 minutes of their visit or 
until they reached their initial destination, whichever came first,4 Doha and (left) public agency introduction of a double-row of 
fencing with landscaping to prevent unprogrammed street crossings (primarily women with children) from Souq Waqif (on the 
right) to Souq Waqif Park (on the left) later in 2020 (Source: UREP25-002-5-001). 
The law of spatial optimization means ‘people move along to get there easily.’ It is the basis for 
design and planning as regressive control where controlling behavior is deemed necessary – or 
perceived as necessary, whether right or wrong over the long term – to protect society. The purpose 
of such control is to restrict people’s ability to maximize their efficient use of space. It falls under 
the purview of public agencies’ regulatory power to protect public safety. However, since the mid-
20th century, it has often been a thinly veiled disguise to keep vehicular traffic flows moving quickly 
and smoothly at the expense of human-scale urban design. Other examples of regulatory attempts 
to control spatial optimization are erecting fences down the middle of the road and threatened 
enforcement of draconian ‘jaywalking’ laws to compel people to use designated crosswalks instead 
of crossing streets where it is most convenient (Figure 14). In contrast, advocates of contemporary 
planning concepts such as Shared Space implicitly seek to capitalize on the potentials of the law of 
spatial optimization. They promote human-scale urban design for pedestrians while explicitly 
seeking to retard vehicular speeds and impacts of the private automobile on the public realm of 
our cities. 
 
4 Compiled during three months of fieldwork in Winter 2020-21 at Souq Waqif. 
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Figure 15 Orthogonal grid showing (left) two journeys from corner to the opposite corner of the layout with an equal trip distance 
of 950 feet (289.5 meters) via either the perimeter streets or cutting across the grid to approximate a diagonal and (right) a single 
journey with a trip distance of a little over 800 feet (~244 meters) by approximating a diagonal through space of each street 
segment (Source: Authors) 
Geometry, Fractals, and Self-Similarity 
Spatial conservation and optimization are opposite sides of the same coin, which could co-exist 
under a broader umbrella of a law of spatial conservation since conservation occurs in spatio-formal 
and use terms. However, we distinguish between form and use (or function) in our definition to 
clarify and illustrate the different potentials of each. Nonetheless, form does not follow function 
nor vice versa. Form and function merely are. 
We can conduct a thought experiment utilizing Hillier’s Laws of Compactness and Linearity to 
demonstrate first, why people optimize their movement across space to diagonalize the urban grid 
and second, how this might play a role in giving shape to both the urban object and people’s use of 
space. For this purpose, we utilize a simple orthogonal layout composed of lots one-eighth (1/8) of 
an acre in size measuring 55 x 100 feet or fifty-five hundred (5,500) square feet (SF) where the 
street widths are fifty-five feet. In metric terms, it means the lots are marginally larger than 500 
square meters (m2), measuring about 16.75 x 30.5 meters, where the street widths are also 16.75 
m. The overall size of the layout is 1030 x 950 feet (314 x 290 meters) with a land area of ~980,000 
SF (~91,000 m2), or about 22.5 acres, excluding the perimeter streets. 
Now, imagine two journeys available in the same layout from corner to the opposite corner as 
more or less represented in the least line axial map (Figure 15, left). The basis of the first journey is 
the most efficient trip from origin to destination. Efficiency in this sense means the most optimal, 
feasible route utilizing the fewest changes of direction. In this case, one change of direction using 
the perimeter streets. The basis of the second journey approximates a diagonal from origin to 
destination. In this case, the most optimal approximation for a diagonal across the layout requires 
a minimal seven changes of direction. The approximate length of both journeys is nine hundred and 
fifty feet (289.5 m).5 Based on the least line axial structure, approximating a diagonal across the 
layout is seven times less efficient in terms of direction changes than using the perimeter streets 
for covering the same distance. 
At least, this is what Minkowski’s (1910) Taxicab or Manhattan geometry would tell us (Conroy, 
2001). Taxicab or Manhattan geometry is an absolute coordinate system devising a new metric 
where the distance between two points is the difference (‘as the crow flies’) of their Cartesian 
coordinates. The latter name (Manhattan geometry or distance) alludes to the gridded layout of 
streets on the island of Manhattan, which causes the shortest path of a car between two 
intersections in the borough to possess a length equivalent to the intersections’ distance in taxicab 
geometry. Perhaps it is telling that the rise of the use of Manhattan distance in town planning and 
 
5 The distance for the route approximating a diagonal across this layout is actually approximately twenty-five (~25) feet or 7.5 m longer 
due to centrally locating the journey in the space of each street segment. 
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urban transportation coincides with the rise of the private automobile and regulatory enforcement 
of street sections, which confine pedestrians to the edges of streets. 
However, pedestrians move across the urban grid every day while in movement from here to 
there everywhere in the world. The reason is quite simple; people utilize any feasible opportunities 
to do the same within the space of the street segment itself to converse distance and optimize their 
use of space. The most efficient journey conserving distance in movement through this layout 
transverses segments at about a 15º angle with the cardinal directions, or right and left turns 
occurring at 105º rather than a 90º angle. In effect, the pedestrian reads the spatial structure in 
terms of visual integration for the closest approximation of a diagonal at the global and local scale 
of the journey, i.e., across the grid and within the street space itself, respectively. The distance of 
this journey is a little over eight hundred (800) feet. Even though approximating a diagonal still 
involves seven directional changes, the journey is twenty percent (20%) more efficient in conserving 
distance than using the perimeter streets. 
The most efficient journeys from all spatial locations to all others in the layout tend to pass 
through the center and radiate outward from there to the edges (Hillier, 1996; Major, 2018). The 
larger the block, then the less acute is the available angle for pedestrians to transverse a street 
segment on a diagonal, therefore the amount of distance conserved is corresponding less. It seems 
important. Jacobs (1961) argues smaller blocks are better for pedestrian activity and Whyte (1988) 
concurs with her assessment, “the tight grid and short blocks may be rigid but that pattern 
maximizes pedestrian activity” (337). It appears more accurate to say that compactness rather than 
smallness is better for pedestrian activity.  
  
Figure 16 – Orthogonal grid showing experiment (left) optimizing a journey across the grid using circular-shaped blocks and (right) 
the axial structure of such a trip (Source: Authors). 
Another simple experiment demonstrates this when we replace the square-shaped blocks in the 
layout with circular ones, i.e., the most internally integrating shape according to Hillier (1996), 
providing a minimum perimeter surface area for each urban block (Figure 16, left).6 The apex of 
the circumference defines the most optimal visual lines of sight in the layout. For a journey from 
one corner to the opposite across the layout, it is possible to approximate a diagonal from origin to 
destination more closely. Seven direction changes are still required, but they are more gradual than 
within 15º of a right angle. The most efficient journey to conserve distance transverses at a 35º 
angle through each street segment with a trip distance of seven hundred twenty-five (775) feet or 
236 meters. Using circular blocks makes the journey ten percent (+10%) more efficient for 
conserving distance than the layout with square-shaped blocks and thirty percent (+30%) more 
efficient than utilizing perimeter streets with only one change of direction. Of course, circular blocks 
are not practical in terms of the most optimal use of the land for lot subdivision. The potential for 
 
6 Triangular-shaped blocks provide a minimal perimeter surface but defined within the same bounds, it would also lose a significant 
amount of buildable area. A layout based on triangular-shaped blocks would be diagonal streets in one dimension and straight streets 
in the other as well as for the perimeter streets if bound remains in the the shape of a rectangle. 
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greater efficiency in terms of movement by using circular blocks sacrifices other efficiencies 
afforded by rectangular blocks, i.e., surveying, vertical construction, etc. 
The least line axial structure illustrates this journey (Figure 16, right). It is not an accident that it 
begins to approximate the typical structure of principal streets in a deformed grid layout, i.e., within 
a 15º angle of a direct continuation according to Hillier (1999a) but 20º in the case of this layout. 
North London provides a perfect example of how the law of spatial optimization can find its way 
into shaping urban form (Figure 17). A comparison of three radial trips out of central London to the 
northwest edges of the city – sequence of Camden Road/Chalk Farm Road/Belsize Park Road/ 
Haverstock Hill/Hampstead High Street/Heath Street, Finchley Road, and Edgeware Road – suggest 
spatial optimization at work as axial lines get longer and straighter with overall size over time. Many 
short axial lines (~15, dependent on where we begin the journey) compose the first radial route. A 
moderate number (~9, again depending on where we start) form the second. Only a few axial lines 
(~4) compose the last, i.e., Edgeware Road. However, all three perform the same functional role in 
the emergent spatial structure of Greater London. Taxicab or Manhattan distance also begins to 
better approximate actual Cartesian distances with the more significant formal order and vice versa. 
 
Figure 17 – Satellite view from 5 km showing the compositional relationship of the (from left to right) Edgeware Road, Finchley 
Road, and Health Street/Hampstead High Street/Haverstock Hill/Belize Park Road/Chalk Farm Road eventually to Camden High 
Street in north London, United Kingdom in 2021 (Source: Authors/Google Earth). 
 
Figure 18 – Fractal city (Source: Pixabay). 
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Spatial conservation and optimization seem to offer a firmer theoretical foundation linking space 
syntax theory with the work of Batty (2005) and others about the fractal nature of cities (Batty & 
Longley, 1984). They argue that all cities have a fractal dimension (Figure 18). Fractals are infinitely 
complex patterns that are self-similar across different scales, created by repeating a 
straightforward process over and over in an ongoing feedback loop such as Hillier and Hanson’s 
(1984) restricted random aggregation (Major, 2018). However, a law of spatial conservation as an 
aspect of people designing along to get along in their spatio-formal strategies also describes the 
fractal generation of urban form. It incorporates repetitive processes using only a few rules, some 
articulated in ethnic-specific terms, such as additional rules about the placement of front doors and 
windows overlooking yards in the experience of Islamic settlements (Tannous, 2020; Major & 
Tannous, 2020; Khan et al., 2021; Tannous et al., 2021). The fractal dimension is an aspect of self-
similarity characterizing all settlements across different scales. It tends to persist even as the scale 
of the urban pattern upsizes during the evolution of city growth (Batty and Longley, 1994; Carvalho 
and Penn, 2004; Shpuza, 2014). It is unsurprising. Due to the human genotype, all cities are 
principally composed of blocks and streets as the material realization of Hillier’s principles of 
centrality and linearity in the urban pattern. Spatial conservation and optimization are fundamental 
aspects of each in formal and spatial terms. Two sides of the same coin spent in giving shape to and 
our everyday use of the urban object. 
The implications are many. Recognition of the resilience of local design moves in bottom-up 
processes in a law of spatial conservation might indicate a greater need for empathy about the 
instrumental power of the self-generating mechanisms of the urban object. In some cases, this 
might mean professionals allowing time before intervening, so such mechanisms to evolve into a 
state of maturity. On the other hand, minimal angle deviation to converse linearity in movement 
through built space is a well-established principle of space syntax and its measurement toolkit. 
Embedding this principle within a general law of spatial optimization might allow professionals a 
better framework for capitalizing on these spatial potentials in design and planning. Space syntax 
consultants already do this to a large degree in crafting the form and function of the built 
environment in real-world projects. However, articulating a law of spatial optimization on such 
terms removes the issue from the purview of design intuition – even ones based on space syntax – 
to practical application about what people want to do in their built environments if allowed. It might 
also bring into doubt the wisdom of road centerline mapping since it favors separated road sections 
and promotes mechanized travel by default, like the coordinate concept of Manhattan distance 
itself. Such a re-think might be necessary if we want to truly achieve human-centered design in this 
cultural milieu, which values other ‘things’ above that of the people living in our built environments. 
Conclusion 
We attempted to cover a substantial amount of theoretical ground concisely, including 
definitions of resilience in the field, the resilient nature of space syntax as a method, and the 
essential components of theoretical thinking to arise from the space syntax research program over 
the last forty years. On this basis, the paper offered a new hypothesis about laws of spatial 
conservation and optimization at work in the built environment. We argued the former provides an 
essential link to Batty and Longely’s (1994) notions of fractal cities based on Carvalho and Penn’s 
(2004) concept of self-similarity in settlements. The latter explicitly builds on Conroy-Dalton’s 
(2001) ideas about angularity and conservation of linearity in movement. Both provide the 
conceptual framework for the progressive and regressive nature of town planning as a discipline 
worldwide today. We briefly illustrated evidence for our arguments based on replication of previous 
space syntax findings in the urban spatial network of Metropolitan Doha. We also presented new 
research findings drawing on the history, spatial structure, neighborhood logic, and pattern 
movement patterns in that city. The paper concluded by arguing that conservation-optimization 
provides a critical ‘glue’ to unify several concepts floating within and surrounding space syntax and 
town planning.  
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